~ Buzz Hoot Roar
GOLDEN ORB WEAVERS
On Earth, golden orb weavers spin a brand-new
three dimensional web each day. In space, they
usually spin circular webs and can be trained
to “lights out” on the shuttle’s timetable.

something
isn’t
right

Fruit Flies
The first animals in space, these little winged
beasties are well-suited to intergalactic travel.
Frequently shuttle fliers (often brought along
for immune system studies, they have no trouble
gettin’ it on in microgravity. In 2006, 150 flies
left for orbit on NASA’s Discovery mission and
3,000 returned.

getting dizzy

Tadpoles

Lights Out?
that’s
quittin’
time.

are we almost
there?

With no gravity to orient them, tadpoles
swim in loops instead of straight lines.

your
tail!!

gross

pop!!

no problem,
more where that
came from.

zzzzzzzzzzz...

Iberian Ribbed Newts
In microgravity, Iberian Ribbed newts
regenerate tissue, like their limb,
tail, and eye tissue, nearly two times
as fast as they do on Earth.

Nematodes

shh...we’re
hibernating
over here.

Although the seven astronauts aboard
the Columbia disaster died, a group of
nematodes survived and showed they
lose muscle mass in space, much like
people do.

How’s this?
we’re
flying!!!

be honest.
how do i look?

try
flapping
a little

Water Bears
Because they can entirely
shut down their bodies in
harsh conditions and live
for years without eating or
drinking, water bears can
survive space’s vacuum.

mmm...kinda wimpy
gotcha!!!
tiger
pounce!

The butterflies completed their life
cycles at microgravity, and emerged as
normal adults, but never really figured
out flying.

watch
out!
EEK!!!

keep together
ladies

i see
another!

Jumping Spiders
Named Nefertiti the Spidernaut, this little jumper
quickly adjusted to microgravity by pouncing on
her prey like a tiny tiger. When she got back to
Earth, she had to re-adjust her strategy because
she kept landing on her back. Nefertiti lived out
her retirement at the Smithsonian.

Painted Lady and
Monarch Butterflies

space
morsel!

Pavement ANts
An ant farm of 800 pavement ants was shuttled to
the International Space Station to observe
foraging behavior in microgravity, which they
quickly mastered.

